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Escape from Resume Overload

Executive Summary

UHIRE Solutions?

What is HELP

HELP U HIRE Solutions

is the developer of FASTool, an inexpensive
and easy to use front end to your Internet hiring process.

FASTool Key Features
•

Automatically flags
applicants who don’t
meet your requirements
(often over 50% of
applicants)

•

Summarizes applicant’s
skills and experiences in
an easy to read format

•

Assigns candidates a
numerical score, allowing
you to rank candidates

•

Web based service, so
you don’t need to buy any
hardware or software

•

You contact info is
hidden, so applicants (or
spammers) can not
contact you

•

Works with job boards,
online classifieds, your
corporate web site, etc.

•

Costs less than the cost
of a job posting on
Monster or HotJobs!

What are the Problems Facing Hiring Managers?
A major challenge is “resume overload” - having to deal with
hundreds of applicants for each job opening. To determine who to
interview, you need to spend a lot of time reading each applicant’s
resume and cover letter. Added to the frustrations, many unqualified
applicants waste your time by applying to your opening.

Why use the FASTool?
FASTool uses an on- line questionnaire to draw information from
applicants on how they meet your requirements, and emails this
information to you. This allows you to only spend time looking at
the qualified ones.
Everything is done to allow you to quickly know if the applicant is
worth looking at. We place a short summary of their key skills and
experiences in the subject line, so you can quickly understand their
background. The body of the email contains a detailed summary, so
you can get a better feel without having to open the applicant’s
resume.

What are the Costs?
o Low price of $199 for a regular applicant prescreen.
o FASTool is a web-based service, so there are no additional costs
for hardware, software, installation, maintenance, etc.
o We develop the questions and host the questionnaire, so it is
quick and easy for you to set up and use.
Visit http://www.helpUhire.com for information on how to stop
being afraid of posting your job openings.
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